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SPECTRAL THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPERATORS 
by SVATOPLUK FUČÍK, JINDŘICH NEČAS 
Introduction. It is our object to give in the present paper a survey of some works 
from nonlinear functional analysis and its applications to the partial differential 
equations. The plan is as follows: 
1. Fredholm alternative for nonlinear operators. 
2. Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory, i.e. the existence at least a countable set of 
eigenvalues. 
3. Morse —Sard theorem in infinite dimensional Banach spaces and converse of 
Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory, i.e. the existence at most a countable set of eigen­
values. 
Applications of the abstract results from Sections 1 and 2 to the existence of the 
solution of boundary value problems for general partial differential elliptic systems 
is possible. For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the second order 
equations. To apply the results of Section 3 to the partial differential equations, we 
require the weak solution is classical. This regularity property is known for the second 
order equations and remains as a big open problem for the higher order equations 
and systems solved on the domains in three and more dimensional spaces. 
The abstract results of this paper is possible apply to the existence of the solution 
of the nonlinear integral equations of the Lichtenstein type (see [13]) and to the 
existence of the solution of the boundary value problem for nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations. 
Because the method of Sections 2 and 3 are variational we shall restrict to the 
gradient operators, i.e. to the equations which are Euler's equations of some function­
a l . 
1. F R E D H O L M ALTERNATIVE 
One of the main goals of nonlinear functional analysis achieved late 1960's are the 
results about equations involving monotone operators in the infinite dimensional 
Banach space. The mapping T : X -* X* (X* the adjoint space) is said be monotone 
if (Tx — Ty, x — y) ^ 0 for x,yeX, where (x*, x) is the value of the functional 
JC* e X* at the point x G X. The type of abstract results which were obtained about 
such mappings is the following theorem (see e.g. F. E. BROWDER [1]). 
Theorem 1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, T : X -» X* be monotone, (1.1) 
demicontinuous: 
xn -+ x (strong convergence) => Tx„ -* Tx (weak convergence), (1.2) 
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coercwe: 
lim 1 ^ - - - o o . (1.3) 
Then the range of T is all of X*. 
A natural modification of the condition (1.1) is for bounded mappings (they map 
bounded sets in X onto bounded sets in X*) so-called condition (S): 
xn -* x, (Txn — Tx, xn — x) -> 0 => xn -> x. (1.4) 
We have, see also F. E. BROWDER [1]: 
Theorem 2. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, T a continuous, coercive, 
bounded mapping of X into X*, satisfying the condition (S). 
Then the range of T is all ofX*. 
The condition (1.3) is some positive definitness of the operator T. The following 
theorem (see e.g. J. NECAS [24, 25]) deals with the weak coerciveness of the operator T: 
lim || Xic || ,= oo. (1.5) 
IMI-+00 
Theorem 3. Let T be a demicontinuous, bounded mapping defined on a reflexive 
Banach space X with the values in X*. Suppose T satisfies the condition (S), T is 
weakly coercive and odd: 
T(-x) = -Tx. (1.6) 
Then the range of T is all ofX*. 
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3 for a separable space: if X is Euclidean 
yt-space Rn, fe Rn and r > 0 is such a number that Tx — tf ^ 0 for || x || = r, te 
€ <0, 1>, then for t = 0 by Borsuk's theorem the Brouwer degree of the mapping T 
with respect to the ball B(0, r) = {x:\\ x\\ < r} and the point zero is an odd integer. 
By homotopy property this is true for f = \, too. Hence there exists x e B(0, r) such 
00 
that Tx = / We have X = \J Xn, dim Xn = n, X1 c X2 <= .... Let \j/n be the injection 
n = l 
of Xn into X and \j/* its dual mapping. Define Tn : Xn -> X* as Tnx = il/*T\l/nx. Let 
fe X*. By contradiction we easy obtain the existence of r > 0 and positive integer n0 
such that 
Tn*-^:jvo 
for || x || = r, x e Xn, n^.n0 and t e <0, 1>. Hence for n ^ n0 there exists xn e Xn, 
•|| xn || < r such that (Txn - / y) = 0 for each yeXn (Galerkin's method). The 
condition (S) with the colaboration of other conditions gives xn -> x and Tx = / . 
Fredholm alternative for nonlinear operators deals with the solving of nonlinear 
operator's equation XTx — Sjc = / in the dependence of the real parameter X, 
where T and S are mappings from X into X*; we can replace X* by an other real 
Banach space (see e.g. S. FUCIK [5, 6]). Denote Ax = XT — S. Under suitable 
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conditions for the operators T and S we can generalized Theorem 3 to the operator 
AA. This immediate generalization is done for the purpose to obtain "Fredholm 
alternative". In this alternative the asymptotes in infinity of the operators T and S 
play the essential role. Let us define at first: an operator F0 : X -> X* is said to be 
a-homogeneous, a > 0, if F0(lu) = t
aF0u for each u e X and all t _ 0. An operator 
F : X -» X* has a-asymptote F0 : X -> X* in infinity, if 
lim i ^ " f ° X H = 0 (1.7) 
11*11-* oo | | x | | a 
and F0 is a-homogeneous. Fredholm alternative says: if X # 0 is not an eigenvalue for 
the couple (T0, S0) (i.e. XT0u — S0u — 0 => u = 0), where T0 and S0 are a-asymptotes 
of T and S, respectively, then XT — S is onto. More precisely: 
Theorem 4 (see J. NECAS [24, 25]). Let X be a real, reflexive and separable Banach 
space. Let the operators T, S : X -> X* have a-asymptotes T0 and S0, respectively. 
Suppose that T, T0 are bounded and demicontinuous, S, S0 completely continuous (i.e. 
they are continuous and map bounded sets in X into compact sets in X*). Let T0, S0 
be odd and the operator tT + (1 — t) T0 satisfy the condition (S)for each t e <0, 1>. 
Then (XT — S) (X) = X* provided X ^ 0 is not an eigenvalue for the couple (T0, S0). 
Moreover, if X ^ 0 is not an eigenvalue for the couple (T0, S0), then there exists c > 0 
such that 
|| u || g c(l + I Aku ||)
1/a (1.8) 
for each ue X. If(l.$) is satisfied, then X is not an eigenvalue for the couple (T0, S0). 
First results about Fredholm alternative for nonlinear operators were obtained 
independently by S. I. POCHOZAJEV [27] and J. NECAS [23]. Other generalizations 
were given by M. KUCERA [18], W. V. PETRYSHYN [26], P. HESS [15], J. R. L. WEBB 
[30], S. FUCIK [5, 6], J. NECAS [24, 25] and others. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn(n ^ 2) with lipschitz boundary and let 1 < m < 
< co. Denote by W^iQ) the well-known Sobolev space of the functions which are 
together with the first derivatives in the space Lm(Q) and by 1Vf£\Q)'the subspace of 
W^1}(.Q) of all functions with zero traces. Consider the real functions at(x,u,p)e 
e C(D x Rn+1) (i = 0, 1, ..., n) and let us suppose the following conditions to be 
hold (we do not write the most general case): 
t\ai(x,u,p)\^c(l + \u\ + \p\r-
1, (1.9) 




i = l 
n 
E (a.(*» "' ?') - a(x> M> P)) (Pi - Pi) > ° (-•- 0 
i = l 
for each x e Q, u e Rt, p', p e R„, p # p'. 
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Let/i e Lm*(Q) (1/m + 1/m* = 1) and let us look for the weak solution in \Vt^\Q) 
of the equation 
" d n cf-
-X X -jr-afa, u, grad u) + a0(x, u, grad u) = £ ~ i - + f 0 . (1.12) 
;=1 Oxf - = 1 Gxt-
Further suppose the existence of the functions At(x, u,p) e C(D x K„ + i) (/ = 
= 0, 1, ...,/?) satisfying 
A((x, tu, tp) = t
m-xAi(x, u,p), (1.13) 
Af(x> - ^ ~P) = - ^ . O , ">P)< 0-
14) 
^ f e ^ ^ - - >if(x, u, P) I =; c(t)(i + I«I + I P i r "
1 o-15) 
for each xeQ, ue Rv, pe Rn, t > 0, where c(t) -> 0 for t -> oo and suppose the 
validity of the relation (1.10) with A,-. 
Theorem 5. Under previous assumptions the equation (1A2) has a weak solution 
for each right hand side, provided the equation 
n d 
— XY, ^—At(x, u, grad u) + A0(x, u, grad u) = 0 
i = i ^ i 
has in \Vll\Q) the trivial solution only. 
For the proof of Theorem 5 set 
n Ѓ ~ 
(Tu, v) = £ I a^x, u, grаd u) — dx, 
Q 
(Su, v) = a0(x, u, grаd u) v(x) dx, 
ß 
(Г0u, v) = £ I Ař(x, u, grаd u) — d x , 
ß 
(S0u, v) = I A0(x, u, grаd u) v(x) áx 
for each u, v e W^\Q) = -¥- We can see that the operators T, T0, S, S0 satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 4. (For details see J. NECAS [23].) 
2. L J U S T E R N I K - S C H N I R E L M A N N THEORY 
Let T, S : X -> X*. Denote by /t the set of all eigenvalues for the couple (T, S), 
i.e. X e A iff the equation XTu — Su = 0 has a nontrivial solution u e X. Previous Sec-
tion shows the importance of the investigation of the structure of the set A. The lower 
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bound for the number of points in the set A is included in the following theorem 
which was proved in the paper [8]. 
Theorem 6. Let f and g be two even functional defined on a reflexive infinite-
dimensional Banach space X with a Schauder basis. Suppose that there exist Frechet 
derivative f and g' on X of the functionals f and g. Let r > 0 and denote Mr(f) = 
= {x e X :f(x) = r}. Assume that the following assumptions are valid: 
f(x) = 0 o x = 0, lim f(x) = oo, (2.1) 
||x||-oo 
inf (f'(x),x)^c(r)>0, (2.2) 
xeMr(f) 
/ ' : X ~> X* is a bounded operator, (2.3) 
/ ' satisfies the condition (S) (see (1.4)), (2.4) 
g(x) ^ 0 for each x e X, g(x) = 0 o x = 0, (2.5) 
g'(x) = 0<s>* = 0, (2.6) 
g' : X -> X* is a completely continuous mapping, (2.7) 
xn - x, g'(xn) -> 0, 0 < tn < 1 => g'(tnxn) -> 0, (2.8) 
/ ' and g' are uniformly continuous on each bounded set. (2.9) 
Then for each positive integer k there exists xk e Mr(f) such that 
(g'C*-)'**;) f'(xk) = g'(xk) (2.10) 
( / (xk), xk) 
and 
g(xk) = yk(r), xk-0, (2.11) 
where {yk(r)} is a monotone sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. 
The idea for the proof of Theorem 6 goes back to the well-known Courant—Wein-
stein minimax principle for the calculation of all eigenvalues of the positive, self-
adjoint, linear, completely continuous operators in Hilbert spaces. In the nonlinear 
case we define the function ord which domain is a family of all closed subsets of 
a Banach space X and its range is the set of all nonnegative integers, as follows: If 
K c Xis a closed subset, xeK=> —x£K, then ord K = 1 and, inductively, ord K = 
n 
= n iff K = U Ku ord Kt = 1 and n is minimal positive integer with the previous 
f = i 
property. For arbitrary integer k let Vk(r) be a system of all compact sets K c Mr(f) 
such that ord K ̂  k. Such system is invariant to the continuous and odd transfor-
mations of Mr(f) into Mr(f). The number yk(r) is defined by the relation 
yk(r) = sup inf g(x). (2.12) 
KGVK(T) xeK 
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If we consider the eigenvalue problem 
¥'(u) = m | 
U 6 Mr(f) J 
then the solution u e Mr(f) is the critical point of the functional g with respect to the 
manifold Mr(f). The value of the functional g at the critical point is called the 
critical level. Denote F(r) the set of all critical levels. The assertion of Theorem 6 is 
that F0(f) = (yfc(r)} c: F(r) and thus the set F(r) is at least countable. Denote A(r) 
the set of all eigenvalues X e Rt for which the eigenvalue problem (2A3) has a solu-
tion. Let 
Mr) = U*}, 
where 
^ I i W ^ l , it =-1,2,..., 
(A**).**) 
(from the relation (2.10)). Note that iff is a-homogeneous and g is b-homogeneous, 
then 
r(r) = r*/flF(l) = rhla(a\b) A(\)9 
Fo(r) = r5 / aF0(l)-=r^(a/b)^0(l), 
for u e X => (f'(u), u) = af(u), (g'(u), u) = bg(u). In this case from Theorem 6 it 
follows that the set of all "normalized eigenvalies" A0{f) is at least countable. 
Analogous assertion to Theorem 6 was firstly proved by L. A. LJUSTERNIK and 
L. G. SCHNIRELMANN [21,22] for X is a Hilbert space. For Hilbert spaces such a theorem 
is contained in the book of M. A. KRASNOSELSKU [17]. For Banach spaces such a 
theorem was proved by E. S. CITLANADZE [3] and F. E. BROWDER [2]. They used 
the notion "the category of the sets" in the sense of L. SCHNIRELMANN which is 
similar to "ord" or "genus" (see [17]). 
The eigenvalue problem for Dirichlet boundary data and second order equation 
given in Section 1 is to find ue W£\Q) such that 
n d 
— X £ --r-— a{(x9 u9 grad u) -f a0(x, u, grad u) = 0, (2.14) 
£ = i OX I 
holds in the weak sense. 
For (2.14) would be an Euler's equation we shall suppose there exists a continuous 
function &r(x,u,p)eC(D x Rn+i) with continuous partial derivatives up to the 
second order with respect topi? u and a function @(x9 u) e C(D x Rt) with continuous 
first and second derivatives with respect to the variable u, such that 
&(x9 0, 0) = d^/dpfc, 0, 0) = d^ldu(x9 0, 0) = 0, (2.15) 
&(x9 -u, -p) = #Xx, u,p), 9(x9 - u ) = 9(x, u), (2.16) 
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c2(i + \p\Г-2ІnìžІ-£ъГfiñj + 
i = 0 i,j=l CPiVPj 
+ - Ż ^ W o + ^ПІ г Ф + \p\Г-
2Іnt, (2-17) 
n ÖŠF cФ 
£ ^ - (x, u, p)p, + -£- (x, u, p)u*c3\p Г, (2.18) 
i = l °Pi <JU 
^(x,0) = í^(л-,0) = 0, (2.19) 
CU 
c4(l + I u \ )
m - 2 ^ — - (x, u) > O (for i, * 0), (2.20) 
cir 
for each xeQ, ueRi,p eRn and n e Rn + 1. 
Theorem 7. Under assumption (2.15) — (2.20) Theorem 6 is applicable to the equation 
-**2-r y - l-~—(x, u, gradu) I + /.——(x, u, grad u) = -^-(x, u). (2.21) 
For the proof of Theorem 7 set 
f(u) = J ̂ {x, u, grad u) dx, 
g(u) = J ^(x, u) dx 
for each ue W^iQ). The existence of a Schuder basis in the space W£\Q) is proved 
in the paper [7]. 
3. MORSE-SARD THEOREM 
IN I N F I N I T E - D I M E N S I O N A L BANACH 
SPACES AND CONVERSE OF L J U S T E R N I K -
S C H N I R E L M A N N THEORY 
Let the notations of previous Section be observed. It can be easy proved (Courant-
Weinstein principle, see e.g. N. DUNFORD-J. T. SCHWARTZ [4]) that in the linear 
case F0(l) = F(l) and thus AL0(1) = A(l). In the nonlinear case (for instance in the 
case of homogeneous functionals) this is not generally true (see example in [9]). 
However, the situation is not so bad. Under certain conditions it can be proved 
again that the set F(r) = F of all critical levels is a sequence of positive numbers 
converging to zero. This is the main goal of 
Theorem 8 (see [10, 11, 13]). Let Xl9 X2, X3 be three real Banach spaces, let X3 
be reflexive and Xx c X3. Let the identity mapping from Xt into X3 be continuous. 
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Suppose that <., .> is a bilinear form on Xx x X2 continuous on X2 for fixed he Xt and 
such that the following implication holds: 
<h, x} = 0 for each h e Xt => x = 0. 
Let f g : X3 -> K! be two functional with Frechet derivatives f and g' on X3 such 
that f, g are real-analytic on Xx (in the sense o/E. HILLE —R. PHILIPS [16]). Suppose 
that for each xe Xt there exists a couple F(x), G(x) 6 X2 (if there exists at least one 
couple then it is unique) such that 
d/(x,h) = <h,F(x)>, (3.1) 
dg(x, h) = <h, G(x)> (3.2) 
for each he Xt and let 
F, G : Xx -> X2 be the real-analytic operators on Xx (3.3) 
and 
G : Xx -> X2 is completely continuous on Xt. (3.4) 
Denote 
Bi = {x e Mr(f) n X!: rhere exists I e R1 such that Xdf(x, h) = dg(x, h) for each 
heX,}, 
B = {xe Mr(f): there exists Xe Rx such that 2f(x) = g'(x)}, 
B(5) = {xe Mr(f): there exists XeRi9\X\ ^5, such that Xf(x) = g'(x)}. 
If x0 e 2?! and corresponding X0 / 0 (from the definition of the set Bx) let 
F'(x0) = J+K, (3.5) 
where J is an isomorphism from Xx onto X2 andK : Xx -> X2 is a completely continuous 
linear operator. 
Moreover, suppose 
f : X3 -> X3 is continuous and bounded, (3.6) 
f'(x)*0 for xeMr(f), (3.7) 
Mr(f) is a bounded subset ofX3, (3.8) 
for each 5 > 0 the set B(8) is a compact subset ofXt (3.9) 
(so-called the regularity assumption), 
g' : X3 -> X3 is a completely continuous mapping, g(0) = 0, g'(0) = 0, (3.10) 
un -* u9 g'(un) -> 0, 0 < tn < 1 => g\tnun) -> 0. (3.11) 
Then the set g(B) — {0} is isolated and the set F = g(B) has only one possible 
limit point, namely zero. 
Theorem 8 is not lucid at the first sight for his much assumptions. This is the reason 
for the formulation of the following theorem for the case of Hilbert spaces. 
Theorem 9 (see [9, 11]). Le*> X be a real Hilbert space with the inner product (.,.). 
Le£ us suppose 
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fis a real-analytic functional on X,f(0) = 0,f(u) > Ofor u ^ 0, (3.12) 
there exists a continuous and nondecreasing function c(t) > 0 (3.13) 
fOr t > 0 such that for all u, he X 
d2f(u,h,h)^c(f(u))\\h\2, 
f is a bounded mapping and Mr(f) is the bounded set, inf (f'(x), x) > 0, (3.14) 
g' is real-analytic and completely continuous, g(0) = 0, g'(0) = 0, (3.15) 
un-+u, g'(un)-»0, 0<tn<l=>g'(tnun)-+0. (3.16) 
Then the set g(B) — {0} is isolated and thus F = g(B) has only one possible limit 
point, namely zero. 
While the determination of the lower bound for the number of points of the set F 
is based on the topological methods, the upper bound (Theorems 8 and 9) is found 
on the basis of properties of real-analytic functions, namely, of the real-analytic 
version of the Morse —Sard theorem for functionals in infinite-dimensional spaces. 
Define 
Y1 = Xx x Rt and xj/ : Y± -> Rt by xj/ : [x, X] -> X(f(x) - r) - g(x). 
Then x e B± iff there exists Xe Rx such that \x, X] is the critical point of the functional 
\\t, i.e. \JJ'(X, X) = 0, and Xdf(x,.) = dg(x,.) and ij/(x, X) = — g(x). Thus for the 
investigation of the set F = g(B) it is sufficient to investigate the set ij/({y e Y1 : ^/'(y) = 
= 0}). The well-known theorem about real-valued functions, so-called Morse or 
Morse —Sard theorem, says that if G is an open subset of RN andfe C
N(G) is a real 
function, then the Lebesgue measure of the set f(B) is zero, where B = 
= {xeG : gradf(x) = 0}. It is proved in the paper [29] that in the case of real-
analytic function / for each xeB there exists a neighborhood U c G of the point x 
such thatf(B n U) is a one-point set and thusf(i? n K) is finite for every compact 
set K cz G. Hence f(B) is at most countable. There exists an interesting example of 
functional fe C00 on the separable Hilbert space such that the setf(B) has nonzero 
Lebesgue measure (see [20]). S. I. POCHOZAJEV [28] introduced the notion of the 
Fredholm functional and he proved under some additional assumptions the set f(B) 
has a zero measure. One from his assumptions is that 
sup dim Kerf"(x) < oo 
xeG 
and this assumption is very difficult to verify. 
Recall that a linear operator A defined on the Banach space X with values in Banach 
space Yis said to be Fredholm operator if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) A(X) is a closed subspace of Y, 
(ii) Y/A(X) has a finite dimension, 
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(iii) A"HO) is a finite-dimensional subspace of X. 
The proof of Theorems 8 and 9 is based on 
Theorem 10 (see [10, 12]). Let f be a real-analytic functional defined on an open 
subset G of Banach space X and let Y be another Banach space. Suppose that there 
exists a bilinear form <.,.> on X x Y such that for fixed x e X, <x, .> is continuous 
on Y and <x, y} = 0 for all xe X=> y = 0. Let there exists a real-analytic mapping 
F : X -> Y such that 
df(x, h) = <h, F(x)> forxeG,heX, (3.17) 
F'(x0) is a Fredholm operator for each x0 withf'(x0) = 0. (3A8) 
Then there exists a neighborhood U(x0) in X of the point x0e B such that f(B n 
n U(x0)) is a one-point set and, in the case of a separable Banach space X, the set 
f({xe G :f'(x) = 0}) is at most countable. 
In the proof of Theorem 10 we rewrite using Implicite Function Theorem our 
problem to the finite-dimensional space [F'(xo)]_1(0) and we use the finite-dimen-
sional Morse-Sard theorem due to J. SOU&EK —V. SOUCEK [29]. 
For the function fe Ck,a(G), G c RN the problem about Hausdorff measure of 
the setf(jB) is solved in the paper [19]. In infinite-dimensional spaces the analog of 
Morse-Sard theorem and the result about Hausdorff measure of the set F for the 
functional only with certain Holderian derivatives are proved in [14]. 
Let us consider the egienvalue problem (2.21) and some sufficient conditions to be 
the assumptions of Theorem 8 valid. First let us suppose that the boundary dQ of 
the considered domain Q is infinitely differentiable. Suppose fF(x, u, p) e C3(D x 
x Rn+l), Let 0 be an open set in the complex plane # containing Rt and y is a 
restriction of the function # defined on DxOn+1. Suppose that !F(x, u, p) and 
•g—(*, w,p), ..., ——(x, u,p) are continuous on D x 0n+1 and complex analytic 
on 0n+1 for each xeD. Analogously let &(x, u)e C3(D x Rt) be a restriction of 
a function #(x, u) e C(D x 0) which is a complex analytic function on 0 for each 
x e Q. We have 
Theorem 11 (see [10]). Suppose that & and <S satisfy the assumptions above, 
conditions (2.15) — (2.20) and 
I (x, u, p) dpi dxj 
Then the set F for the eigenvalue problem 
I ^(x, u, grad u) dx = r, ue W(^\Q) = X3 
(2.21) 
is a sequence of positive numbers which is convergent to zero. 
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úc(í + \p\)m-\ (3.19) 
(3.20) 
This Theorem is the consequence of Theorems 7 and 8 setting Xx = WP
2)(Q) n 
n rV^(Q), p > n, 1 < m < oo, X2 = Lp(Q) and <., .> the L2-duality between 
X! and X2. The crucial regilarity assumption (3.9) is obtained from the C
2,''-regu-
larity of the solution of considered eigenvalue problem (see [10, Section 5]). 
The examples of the higher order equations and application of Theorem 9 are 
studied in the paper [9]. 
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